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Truncated • 2019

Dental Progression of Loxodonta cyclotis, 2019

Created with aid from Drexel University’s Academy of Natural
Sciences, this brochure educates the reader on the formation
and eruption of elephant molars.
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Truncated • 2020

Truncated

A full gallery of illustrated elephants and plates,
discussing the evolutionary wonder of proboscideans.
Tragically cut short (ironically truncated) by the 2020
COVID pandemic.

Most works included in Truncated are featured on
fossilfracas.com/illustrations-and-layouts under the
special galleries section.
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Going Viral • 2020-2022

Going Viral characters
BioBus, 2021

This set of cutesy diseases represents the
playable characters of the educational card
game Going Viral. Pictured: HIV, The Flu,
Ebola, Rabies, Zika and COVID.

BioBus’ Going Viral remains in development.
All rights reserved by BioBus.
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Golden Fracas Museum Style • 2021

Eremotherium layout

Conversations on ground sloth integument yielded this graphic,
noting the possibility of variance between populations throughout
the Americas. As a truly international genus, Eremotherium would
have experienced heavy fluctuation in climates.
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Studies • 2022

Dearc sgiathanach Leucistic giraffe
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National Geographic • 2022

Meat consumption in America
Printed and Digital

National Geographic Magazine
November 2022

Accompanying the article “Will plant-based
meat ever satisfy America’s hunger for the
real deal?”, this graphic appeared online
October 2022 and in print in the article
“Plant-Based Meat: Making the Grade?” of
the November 2022 issue of National
Geographic Magazine.

With consultation from Dr. Gregoire Tallard
of the OECD, this chart frames the last three
decades of American meat consumption,
focusing on the three big categories. The
cultural impact of pork, beef and poultry has
shifted heavily in the last 30 years as
Americans become more conscious of the
food they consume. While meat
consumption has risen, the proportion of
diets made up of red meat has fallen.
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National Geographic • 2022 - 2023

Manatees

National Geographic Magazine
January 2023

Accompanying the gatefold graphic titled
“Gentle grazers” in the story “For the love of
manatees”, these manatees measure a mere
half to full inch on paper. Used as scales, each
manatee was rendered proportionally to its
relative in order to accurately represent the
average size of the species.

These manatees call the January gatefold
home, and were previously published in the
digital article associated with the magazine.
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Dinosaurs • 2022

Inking Dinosaurs, 2022

While purely digital, these “inks” represent my
adaptation from felt-tips to the pixel.

Bold colors and stylistic choice aside, these
sketches represent inferred and wild possibilites
informed by modern scientific discussion.
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Dinosaur Beer • 2022

Dreadnoughtus schrani

Neck of the Woods Brewing and the
Jean & Ric Edelman Fossil Park, 2022

Created for a limited series of dinosaur
inspired brews, the ilustrations found on this
and the following page were prepared for
print on a 16 oz beer can. These works
celebrate paleontology and the creation of
a paleontological museum at the Jean & Ric
Edelman Fossil Park at Rowan University.



Hadrosaurus Beer Illustration • 2022
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